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 The 1970’s was a culture very different from todays. This decade symbolized 

counterculture and revolution, much of which was centered around, progressive lifestyles and 

perspectives. The historical framework of the counter culture allowed the development of the 

skater persona depicted in The Lords of Dogtown.  

 Rather than conforming to the traditional nuclear families that were so prevalent in the 

1950s, people searched for alternative lifestyles. Skateboarding rose to prominence in the 1970s; 

the skater lifestyle originated as a means for the youth to be free from societal constraints and to 

skateboard, surf and have fun. “You gotta approach every day as if it’s your last”, said Skip. A 

carpe diem view of life was widespread through the skater community and people of the 

seventies(Lords of Dogtown). Everyday  meant going out and be lived to the fullest; whether that 

meant getting laid, skating/surfing all day or getting high, nothing of which was out of the norm. 

A key element to a skater lifestyle was skating for the love of the sport, and having the rest of 

their lives centered around it. After receiving a Z-boys shirt from the crew “ Your one of us 

now!-Sid. That Maggot has always been one of us.-Jay”, it wasn't the clothes that made the 

skater but their actions and community as a whole, although they had a distinct look (Lords of 

Dogtown Script). Many people both men, women, boys and girls preferred to keep their hair 

long, especially skaters, along with hair length people began dressing less and less moderately.  
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  Cultural norms of the seventies made it possible for skaters to rise into their own 

identity. It was not uncommon for people to get high everyday with others’ knowledge and 

consent. Not only was smoking common among even the young, but drinking and casual sex 

were as well. The lenience and carefree nature of the culture gave the Z-boys freedom to explore 

new ways of living. Society was more accepting of what is now not as accepted behavior, such 

as ditching school to skate and surf or smoke and drink more publicly, especially those who are 

underage. Kids roaming the streets and being rambunctious was more common. “This is our 

time, bros! Dude, that's bullshit, bro. We surf and we skate every day. We get to do whatever we 

want.”, the Z-boys believed that they were in control of their lives. The conditions They dealt 

with were ideal in creating their skater dream of having fun all the time. When people attempted 

to take away their freedom of constant skating and surfing, they bailed. “I mean, how many  17-

year-old surfers wear watches, man?”, part of the surfer/skater identity was not really working or 

caring about time and when Stacy left the crew everyday to work, a lot of them saw it as weird 

(Lords of Dogtown). Counterculture norms acted as the foundation for new personas and 

lifestyles to arise in the seventies.  

 The counter culture dominated the seventies. People went against popular culture and 

recreated it into something out of the norm. “Seventies as topics once considered taboo were 

broached in the airwaves for the first time”, satire took positions and addressed controversial 

issues, including abortion, race and homosexuality in shows such as Saturday Night 

Live(American Cultural History). Minorities were getting more rights and affirmative action 

took root. Adding to the counterculture were the Z-boys, who decided to evolve skating from a 

hobby to a lifestyle. “Pop music splintered into a multitude of styles” (American Cultural 

History). Music was contributing to the revolution of creating new identities and breaking off of 
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what was considered the norm . Some of the greatest artists came from this time including 

Aerosmith, Led Zeppelin, John Lennon, The Who, etc.., genres such as soft and hard rock along 

with easily listening prevailed. The style of music reflected the culture of the seventies.  

 Catherine Hardwicke, the director of the movie Lords of Dogtown, portrayed the 

seventies exceptionally. Hardwicke was born in the 50’s and childhood consisted of the sixties 

and seventies, giving her the best first hand experiences and recollection of the time period, 

portraying the time era well. Her fascination for teenage spirit led her to direct the film. The 

characters in the film all learned to skate for the film, except for Jay. She had trouble getting this 

kind of film to theaters but eventually was successful and continued her success with the 

Twilight films.  

 New technology contributed to the the rise of new cultural norms and lifestyles. The 

invention of the waterbed was driven by the sexual revolution portion of the counterculture 

(1970’s) . Not only outward lifestyles were being explored but personal life attributes were as 

well. “They're urethane.They come from oil.”, urethane wheels helped revolutionize skating into 

what it is today, with the help of the urethane wheels and the Z-boys (Lords of Dogtown Script). 

The new wheels allowed them to skate in ways they never even thought of before, “Red Dog, hit 

it.Yeah, surf it like a wave, man.”, the urethane made it possible to skate as though one was 

surfing. Along with the introduction of the new wheels, skateboards that resembles surfboards 

were produced. With an all new kind of skateboard new tricks were explored. Jay Adams was the 

first to reinvent the idea of skateboard tricks, he took tricks from spinning and quick turns to into 

the air with jumps and “getting air”. “I don't even know what to call that. I've never seen it. 

You're disqualified.What are you talking about? You touched the course. Everyone touched... 
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Read the rules. You're disqualified.”, Jay’s new stunts did not bode well with critics (skating 

officials) early in his career, but his tricks soon revolutionized skating tricks(Lords of Dogtown).  

 The counter culture served as the historical framework of reinventing and creating 

personas as portrayed in The Lords of Dogtown. The Z-boys innovated the skater surfer persona 

into a full lifestyle. The technology and culture of the seventies created the ideal environment for 

the transformation of many groups and American society.  
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